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Bitler hose crimping machine is a mechanical device used to crimp or attach fittings to the ends 
of hydraulic or industrial hoses. It is commonly used in industries such as manufacturing, 

construction, agriculture, and automotive repair.

Safe
Design!

High
Quality!
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BL-P32NR
HOSE CRIMPING MACHINE

Bitler hose crimping machine is a 
mechanical device used to crimp or 

attach fittings to the ends of 
hydraulic or industrial hoses. It is 
commonly used in industries such 
as manufacturing, construction, 

agriculture, and automotive repair.

SPECIFICATION

ACCESSORIES DETAIL

13 sets of standard dies in high quality. Check 
dies specification in left chart,* mark die is for 
special request.

Dies

It is used for mount and replace the dies.
Manual Tool for Dies

High grade lubricating oil for maintenance.
Lubricating Oil

Use this pedal to control the crimping machine
Foot Pedal
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BL-P32U
HOSE CRIMPING MACHINE

Bitler hose crimping machine is a 
mechanical device used to crimp or 

attach fittings to the ends of 
hydraulic or industrial hoses. It is 
commonly used in industries such 
as manufacturing, construction, 

agriculture, and automotive repair.

SPECIFICATION

ACCESSORIES DETAIL

13 sets of standard dies in high quality. Check 
dies specification in left chart,* mark die is for 
special request.

Dies

It is used for mount and replace the dies in 
more convenient way

Quick Change for Dies

Put the dies in this rack, the stand also can be 
mounted with the crimper.

Die Rack

Use this pedal to control the crimping machine
Foot Pedal
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BL-P32NC
HOSE CRIMPING MACHINE

Bitler hose crimping machine is a 
mechanical device used to crimp or 

attach fittings to the ends of 
hydraulic or industrial hoses. It is 
commonly used in industries such 
as manufacturing, construction, 

agriculture, and automotive repair.

SPECIFICATION

ACCESSORIES DETAIL

13 sets of standard dies in high quality. Check 
dies specification in left chart,* mark die is for 
special request.

Dies

It is used for mount and replace the dies in 
more convenient way

Quick Change for Dies

Put the dies in this rack, the stand also can be 
mounted with the crimper.

Die Rack

Touch screen numerical panel offers many 
control modes.

Numerical Panel
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BL-P32DC
HOSE CRIMPING MACHINE

Bitler hose crimping machine is a 
mechanical device used to crimp or 

attach fittings to the ends of 
hydraulic or industrial hoses. It is 
commonly used in industries such 
as manufacturing, construction, 

agriculture, and automotive repair.

SPECIFICATION

ACCESSORIES DETAIL

13 sets of standard dies in high quality. Check 
dies specification in left chart,* mark die is for 
special request.

Dies

It is used for mount and replace the dies.
Manual Tool for Dies

High grade lubricating oil for maintenance.
Lubricating Oil

Touch screen numerical panel offers many 
control modes.

Emergency Stop
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BL-P16MP
HOSE CRIMPING MACHINE

Bitler hose crimping machine is a 
mechanical device used to crimp or 

attach fittings to the ends of 
hydraulic or industrial hoses. It is 
commonly used in industries such 
as manufacturing, construction, 

agriculture, and automotive repair.

SPECIFICATION

ACCESSORIES DETAIL

6 sets of standard dies in high quality. Check 
dies specification in left chart,* mark die is for 
special request.

Dies

High quality manual pump to ensure the good 
operation.

ENERPAC Brand Pump

High grade lubricating oil for maintenance.
Lubricating Oil
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